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Editorial

When I was writing the editorial for
the last Epistle I wondered what on
earth I would be writing about in the
next edition? Would there be any
orienteering? How wrong I was! It’s
a bumper edition!
In the past EPOC would put on a
short series of events on Saturday
mornings in winter, and some
Wednesday events on the long evenings of summer. With the introduction of MapRunF and the dedication
of James Williams, Richard Payne, &
David Harrison, EPOC have once
again surpassed themselves with
providing much needed exercise
and competition. Looking through
the results one can see many names
that are unfamiliar. However there
are names that some might recognise from other disciplines such as
road running and/or the fells.
Which brings me on to our chairman, Jean Lochead. Her term as
chair is coming to an end, and by a
turn of synchronicity or serendipity ,
the most recent issue of Fellrunner
magazine carried an interview Jean
did with Wendy Dodds. That interview is reproduced in this month’s
Epistle with the kind permission of
all parties. I knew that Jean was talented, but on reading the article in
Fellrunner I didn't know quite how
talented!
Covid 19 continues to be present,
but folk are getting quite adept at
adapting. All future events must be
subject to social distancing and hygiene protocols, as well as to local
lockdowns. Several members tell us
about how CLOK managed things.
We have two takes on VOCs one
from a new member, and one from
a not so new member.

Chairman’s Chat

There have been very few registered
events since the last Epistle and a
great many events cancelled.
The CSC/T Final that we qualified for
in March has lost its venue and we
hope that the organiser can find another venue before we change age
categories.
Skipwith (EBOR) on 30 August 2020
will be (for many) our first “event”
and entering was a whole new learning experience. I expect the slightly
higher entry fee is something we will
have to get used to, to cater for the
extra costs under the Covid-19 protocol. Whilst the Sowerby Bridge VOC
is on the same day as Skipwith we
still have the opportunity to do the
Sowerby Bridge event on Monday
31st August.
Since “Total Lockdown” ended, EPOC
have been very fortunate that James
Williams and Richard Payne have
organised a series of Virtual Orienteering Courses. The first one was
held on 7 June at Elland and was the
first of a series of 10 events ending
with Holmfirth.
After a short break and starting on
Sunday 2 August there followed another series of 9 events.
The club and all who have taken part
are very grateful to Richard and
James for their painstaking work and
the time spent editing and GPS referencing all the courses which make
the VOC’s work and ensure the
bleeps are in the right place.
Most of the courses have been
planned by members who have not
done any planning before and it says
much for the experience of these
members that they have planned
such good and enjoyable courses.

We’re not quite back to orienteering
as we know it, but it’s a start!
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VOC’s have been the best promotion
vehicle for the club in quite some time
and we have acquired 6 new members
with two more pending. Some new to
orienteering have done all three courses and the good thing is that VOC’s are
still available for us to promote the
sport and the club in the future.
We have had to cancel the YHOA
Champs and Super League scheduled
for 1 November 2020. It did not help
when there were 3 cases of C -19 in a
local firm adjacent to the wood. It was
also thought that the Land owners, of
which there are about 11, will not want
to discuss use of their bit of wood when
we don’t know how long C-19 will go
on.
AGM time is nearly upon us and the due
date would be 23 September 2020. At
the moment there is no planned format
and the meeting may be later than usual. A notice will be sent to members as
soon as we have had the preliminary
committee meeting (outside).
My term of 3 years as Chairman is due
to finish in September and the club
should be thinking about nominations
for a Chairman.
David Morgan who has been Treasurer
for quite some time would like to pass
the job over to someone else. So please
think about nominations for a new
Treasurer.
The Secretary’s position has been vacant for 3 years. Until C-19 this was not
a problem but the ‘secretaries’ job has
been very busy since Lockdown/Semi
Lockdown and someone with clerical
skills would have been very helpful.
EPOC members are always brilliant in
coming forward to help at our events
but we really do need members to fill
these 3 officer posts.
If anyone is interested and wants to
discuss any of the above ‘exciting’ vacancies please contact me.
Jean Lochhead
Chair
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Epistle– Catching Features
Compass Sport Trophy Final - Update:
The Compass Sport Cup Final was
due to be held in Sutton Park on
Sunday 18 October 2020.
The organisers, Octavian Droobers
advise that: “Due to restrictions on
the use of Sutton Park during the
virus crisis the Final will not be taking
place there in October.”

“Sutton Park are not
permitting any public
events”

Sutton Park are not permitting any
public events and like many outdoor
venues have a higher degree of use.”

The elusive Compass
Sport Trophy.

Alternative options (dates and/or
venues) are being explored by the
CSC committee.”

Return to Orienteering
The first actual orienteering events have
begun to take place. Laggan Valley orienteers held the first event on August 5th,
Mark Pruzina said they were “...able to offer
80 pre-entry places with 10 starts per 15
minutes in compliance with British Orienteering guidance. We used SIAir and SRR Radio
Controls which worked well with live Start,
Finish and one Radio Control data coming
back to me at Registration 1km away.

Participation Booms.
On the BO website there is a story that tells
us that POC sand VOCs are booming in
terms of participation. Members have been
thanked for “... all the work that is going on
in developing these.”

www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
index.php?
pg=news_archive&item=5266
“This meant that the entire race was contact free from Start to Finish, with minimal contact and good social distancing at
Registration/Download.
“Social distancing was great throughout
and everything was actually relatively
unhurried and relaxed due to the spacing
of the 80 people across the 2 hours.”

A table goes on to show that downloads for maps are up by that 3845
from last year. And that participants
are up by 8101 from last year.

“Participation increased (by) over
11,000…”

A carefully targeted campaign using
“Over the period of 8 June through to the 29 all the outlets the 21st century has
June, there were 8,890 participants report- helped this upsurge. BO’s communications officer Jennie Taylor said, “The
ed on the British Orienteering website
against 5,551 over a similar period last year. campaign's aim was to promote over 500
We do know that this is not a true reflection Permanent Orienteering Courses and
encourage people who had never tried
of the numbers and positively, we expect
orienteering before, to download a map
the actual number to be higher as some
from the British Orienteering website and
maps are downloaded via club links and
enjoy being outside whilst exercising in
not all participants are reported.”
the fresh air in a socially distanced way."
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CLOK put on a double header on
August 8th and 9th.. Yted on
Nopesport wrote, “A great weekend of events on two new (to me)
areas, one entirely new thanks to
some fine lockdown mapping.
Wonderful weather, wonderful
views, wonderful fossils (in the
cliffs as well as on the courses).
It was really great to be out competing again.” EPOC members
give their opinions on page 22.

"Within the first couple of weeks of
the campaign the main focus was on
targeting families outside of British
Orienteering, via social media and
through online family websites and
local radio. Then the next couple of
weeks targeted competitive
adults. This was done via national
media and running websites, social
media, national organisations,
groups, and partners.
"Looking at the campaign stats and
the groups of 6 or less using the
maps highlighted a participation
increase of over 11,000 on the same
period last year. This is great news!"
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Epistle– catching features
EPOC STRAVA Dan

EPOC
Social Exercise

Sutcliffe has set up an EPOC
Strava group for the club . He
says, “...it’s very new to me as
I’ve only really started to use it properly in
the last 3-4months and I’m still getting to
grips with it all.”

Calderdale Monday
Run and walk,
Wednesday Wrinklies Country
Run & Walk,
Friday Morning Bike Ride.
Due to current Covid restrictions and
limits on numbers, these social activities will not be taking place under the
auspices of EPOC. However that does
not mean that members can not make
arrangements between themselves to
go for a run or walk provided government rules and guidelines are followed.

Now available for

Lyme Disease Vaccine

“Ticks also carry Tick
Borne encephalitis
& Babesiosis”

Members of both Strava and EPOC can join
and share their runs and activities through
the app. This can be done through smart
watches or through people’s phones. Dan
says, “Once I’ve learnt the ropes with advertising events on Strava hopefully it will
attract other like minded people to join us
at events and hopefully the club.” The link
is http://www.strava.com/clubs/EPOC. Or
alternatively search East Pennine
Orienteering Club on the app.

EPOC Giraffe Bandanas

only £6.00 via Jean

It works by stopping the bacteria
that cause Lyme entering the bloodstream.
Thousands of people are diagnosed
each year across Europe. Orienteers
are well known to pick up ticks in
areas where sheep and deer are
prevalent such as the Lake District
and the Highlands of Scotland.
Unfortunately, despite being clinically proven ,the vaccine is said not
to be available until 2025. Of course
many folk are hoping for a different
vaccine!

Apart from Lyme disease ticks can also
carry Tick Borne Encephalitis and
Babesiosis, which appeared in Devon
Thanks to Emma Harrison and Bob earlier this summer. The NHS suggests
Steeper for alerting us to the news symptoms for both Lyme and TBE are
similar, “ flu like symptoms… and a circuthat an effective vaccine for Lyme
lar rash.” You can get a vaccine for TBE
disease has been created by French but this is not available on the NHS and
company Valneva.
will cost £65 a shot.

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/lyme-disease/

Here’s a reminder of what the
little blighters
look like! About 5
to 10 mm!

The CDC defines the symptoms of the
Babesiosis as, “Some people develop flu-

like symptoms, such as fever, chills,
sweats, headache, body aches, loss of
appetite, nausea, or fatigue. Because Babesia parasites infect red blood
cells, babesiosis can cause hemolytic
anemia (from the destruction of red
blood cells) .
It seems that after being bitten by a tick,
and you feel unwell, the advice is get
checked out by your GP and tell them
you have been bitten by a tick.

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/tick-borne-encephalitis/

https://www.lymedisease.org/lyme-basics/co-infections/babesia/
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Epistle
EPOC Events 2020-more details @ https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/
Also for other fixtures @ https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event_diary
Date

Event
Name

Level

Venue

Nearest
Town

Organiser

Planner

Controller

As with all events, all EPOC events are subject to government guidelines on Covid 19, and any protocols deemed by the
governing body, and /or the organisers.
Please check before you travel in case the event is cancelled at the last minute.
Tue-Fri
25-28
Aug ‘20

Lockdown

Activity

Calder Grove

Wakefield

Megan
Harrison

Megan
Harrison

Sun-Mon
30/31 Aug
2020

Lockdown

Activity

Sowerby Bridge

Sowerby
Bridge

Richard
Payne

Richard
Payne

Sun
01/11/20

(Cancelled)
YHOA Championships

Regional

Honley Woods

Huddersfield

TBC

TBC

Sat
19/12/20

YHOA Night
League

Regional

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

John Elliot

Gill
Ross

Emma
Harrison

Sun
20/12/20

Regional
Event

Regional

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

John Elliot

Gill
Ross

Emma
Harrison

Cancelled

TBC

Different NEW tops for 2020

Connor Smith in the new
O-tops
“Lightweight”
“Quick Dry”
“Printed”
When sufficient numbers are
interested in purchasing the
new O top, Dan will put another
bulk order. Contact Dan direct.
Details
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I am now in a position to announce that we have a Club Shop
which members can personally buy kit from and have it delivered to their door. This is through our suppliers website where
you can purchase the Quarter Zip Tops ( Long Sleeve Winter/
Pre-Post Race Tops) and we also have an EPOC Gilet as well.
Please follow the link: https://www.zapkam.com/p/club-shops/
football/east-pennine-oc/ or alternatively you can go on Zapkam's Website and Click on club shop at the top of the home
page and the type 'Eas' into the search bar which will bring the
club page up. For more information contact Dan Sutcliffe :
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com r Tel: 07411255946
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Epistle
Jean Lochead
The recent edition of the Fell Runners Association (FRA) magazine the Fellrunner has
been celebrating its 50th anniversary. The
way 2020 has panned out, the FRA wasn’t
quite expecting to celebrate its birthday
quite like it has had to. Nevertheless Wendy
Dodds conducted a socially distanced interview with Jean about her many achievements. The interview is reproduced here
with the kind permission of all parties concerned.

A: In the Commonwealth Games I finished
last, but one dropped out! (Jean being
modest, achieving more than most of us
could do.) Cycling was not the supported
sport it is now. If we competed abroad we
made our own way, with ferries rather than
planes and cheap, but clean, accommodation. In athletics I was used to posh hotels
and everything paid for and done for me. So
whilst I could have had more international
cycling appearances I could not do both
athletics and cycling at the same level, so
cycling took a back seat. I do not envy the
riders at the current British Cycling set-up
due to the stress of expectation to produce
results – iti s a job and failure is not an option.
Jean was the first woman in the Berlin
Marathon in1983. She claims that the time
was not impressive (2:43:56, 193rd overall
as an FV35 at the time) but coping with 30degree heat was. I looked like a stick insect
at the finish (and Jean has always been slim
so must have appeared as a ‘shadow’).
Q:I know that you have continued with
cycling, so have possibly ‘notched up’ 60
years, at least, on your bike.

A: I started cycling at 15 when I went out to
work and met a cyclist where I worked in
the Parks Department, before I decided that
it was cold outdoors and got a job in an office and a future life in accounting and tax. In
summer we did about 120 miles on a Sunday
and my longest ride was 239 miles through
“Jean has more entries in Bill Smith’s ‘Stud the night with Huddersfield Star Wheelers.

marks on the summits’ (“SMOTS”, where
her many fell running achievements can
be found) than any other female athlete
and was the ‘one to beat’ in the early days
of women being ‘allowed’ to compete in
fell races.

Q: I think that Pendle in 1978 was your
first fell race, replacing your winter crosscountry, and in which you were first woman. Following this there was no stopping
you on the fells in the next few years.
A: I had discovered the equivalent of summer cross-country so I was happy with that,
along with the summer middle distance
track races and Yorkshire Championships.

Even when women were permitted, their
race often started 15 minutes earlier and
was a much shorter version. And
whereas the men were given running The Three Peaks start
gear as prizes the women received
household goods. So there has been
progress!

“...prizes...the women received
household goods...
Q: On asking Jean about her long athletic
career (in the widest sense) she responds
by saying,
A: I have had hardly anytime off, even for
the hip replacement, but in case I wear it
out early, I do more cycling now.
Q: Before coming into fell running I was
aware of your achievements in middle
distance running and road cycling representing GB; cross-country, finishing6th in
the World championships in 1973; and on
the track, being a 1974 Commonwealth
Games 1500m finalist representing
Wales.
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Photo of the 3 Peaks race start “Back int’
day” courtesy 3peaks race website.
Q: I remember watching you win the inaugural women’s Three Peaks Race in 1979
(3:43:12).

“56 Years as an athlete”
I ran round the Three Peaks a few times
with Barry Davies, the cyclo-cross rider
who won the cyclo-cross version a couple of times and lived local to me. I used
to train with him regularly
Q: In 1980 you set a new woman’s record in winning the Marsden to Edale
race. (I think that was the year when I
joined you on an interesting reconnaissance when we almost got stuck in
Edale.)
A: Father thought he was to pick us up
in Hope and there were no mobile
phones in those days!
I note that you were FRA Treasurer
from 1980 and designed the FRA logo
which has only just been changed for
the 50th year of the FRA.
A: I was asked to transfer the rights to
the FRA design when the FRA incorporated a few years ago. The design was
not entirely mine; I did try to locate Alan
George, the other party involved, before giving away the rights but couldn’t
locate him, so I hope he isn’t upset.
Q: Did you significantly change your
running training when you started fell
racing and if so, in what way?
A: No, I continued in the same way with
lots of intervals and not much total
mileage but I did throw in longer training runs like the Three Peaks which I did
about six times with various people. I
practised the route of the Marsden to
Edale quite a few times and wore a
groove in those peat groughs on Holme
Moss and Bleaklow. However in that
terrain they may not have always been
the same groove!
Q: Did/do you pay particular attention to diet or was/ is it a case of
eating what you enjoyed/enjoy?
A: Diet, I knew nothing of diet – I
was not a vegetarian then so it was
beer and fish and chips, with a heavy
carbohydrate meal before a long
race. My diet has improved and I can
safely say it has not made one iota of
difference. Eating and food is an
inconvenience and not at all important to me. I make an exception
where curry is involved and I eat a lot of
cheese.

A: I liked to train round the Three Peaks but
the race was not my favourite. This is
strange, as I used to watch the men’s race
before women were allowed to compete
and wished that women were also able to
take part – my battle for equality in women’s athletics is a story in itself!
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Jean Lochead cont.

Later in the race I was running up Kinder
with two chaps who said “can we have a
truce and look at the view”. (pictured below)

When I was fell running the number of
members in the FRA was about 500 and
now there are around 8,000.Therefore,
there are more races available, which is
View from Kinder-wiki
Q: What did you eat during long races?
something I would have appreciated. I
A: I was never out that long! If I did take anywas pleased to hear that most organisthing it would have been a Mars Bar.
ers either ban GPS or let runners know
Q: Which was your favourite race (and why)?
that they have not to use them during
the race. But taking a location device
A: The ones that I won! I think I liked them all
can be nothing but good in the case of
as I looked at it as cross-country in summer.
an accident and modern technology
One I disliked was the Winter Hill Race, same
must be a bonus for an organiser. From
I
overcame
any
natural
urges
and
looked
at
a
hill from different directions. I was not keen on
being someone who would run over the
anything with a stony peak or track. I liked runna- clear view right down the Peak District that
moors alone for miles, I now will not go
only disappeared with the curvature of the
ble grass
Earth. Then I caught Wendy (remember as a out without my mobile phone.
Q: Which race did you consider the hardest
slow runner she had started 30 minutes ear- You have moved on to orienteering
one that you ever did?
lier) near the top of Kinder coming at me
and still compete for Wales, in youngA: When you are trying to win, they are all hard from a 90 degree angle!
er age groups than your own, which is
and I was a very intensely focused singleBoth of us seemed to have the correct route very impressive.
minded person when it came to doing well.
for our personal preference and I ran down
Skiddaw was an interesting one as I arrived at
into Edale where I was passed by shorts and
the summit two minutes behind the leader and
a singlet worn by the eventual winner! I had
suffering from indignation about this, I charged
not cottoned on that you started with full
down the hill and caught her before Latrigg. I
gear and dropped
thought both my feet were uncomfortable and
it off as soon as
on finishing, the whole of the soles of both feet
you were out of
were just one big blister from heel to toe. I
sight of the start
notice that the Skiddaw Fell Race website says
official.
the race is notorious for blisters but surely not
I would really have My Welsh connection is something that
of that proportion.
liked to get shut of I value greatly and even when I would
Q: Which do you consider your best perforthose woolly unhave qualified for the England crossmance in a fell race (I note in SMOTS that the
dies.
country team I stayed faithful to Wales. I
Three Peaks, Fairfield and Skiddaw in 1979
love orienteering and could sell it to
I did many recces
were quoted)?
anybody, especially older people or
of Marsden to
A: Probably my ‘flight’ from Marsden to Edale. I
those contemplating retirement from
Edale, some with
had done a lot of psychological preparation
fell running! I now appreciate the changWendy, and I had worked out the perfect
and reconnaissance of this race and just loved
route with an 18 inch list of bearings covered es of pace and sometimes the stops to
the route. It was only five miles from my home
with Transpaseal (sticky clear Fablon materi- read the map and scratch my head. You
so easy to recce. Race day turned out to be a
can be out for an hour or more and not
al) fastened to my arm. (Some of us oldies
freezing cold day so we were required to wear
notice how far you have been or how
still have old OS maps [even 1 inch to the
woolly undies and carry big bum-bags with
hard you have worked as your attention
mile] covered with this from early race
waterproofs, survival gear and a stretcher for
days.) Now I hear best routes can be shared is absorbed in going the right way and
three people (the latter is not true, the weight
not getting lost.
online and race organisers produce
of the bum-bag just felt like that!). I remember
preprinted maps, some with the
a few things about that race where the starts
race route.
were staggered by half-hours, dependent on
whether walker, slow runner (Wendy), medium Q: Why did you stop fell racing?
Yes, they do trot me out for Wales most
runner (me) or fast runner. In this race I do not
years but as there is no category for
remember my feet touching the ground – I was A: I cannot actually remember. Probably
when
I
discovered
orienteering
and
getting
W70 in the Home Countries Internaabsolutely flying.
older and slower I appreciated running with tional, I end up filling in for a much
Snake Pass .
rests. I still do orienteering regularly every
younger age group. In fact I get
Photo ©
weekend and enjoy the urban events.
In ‘younger’ every year! Two years ago, I
James Allen
2012 I was lucky to be in the right place at the finished the W60 course to which I was
right time to win the World Urban Champigeograph
allocated in a time slower than my best
onships in class W65 in Goslar (old East Ger- marathon. But I thought if I gained the
many).
last point by just finishing it might prove
very important. Sadly it did not make
Q: You must have noticed big changes in
any difference to the Welsh score, but it
fell racing over the years; what have been
was a good workout.
I reached the Snake Road where I thought I had the most notable and are they for the better?
In addition to remaining active, Jean is
someone waiting for me with a drink of waTreasurer for the Achille Ratti Climbtered-down orange juice. When I got to said
A: I cannot really comment on this as it is a
ing Club (for the last 20 years and still
helper, he did not have this bottle of orange
long time since I have been to a fell race.
keeping them with a ‘healthy balance‘)
and he said, “Wendy Dodds took it”. (Friends
I think the differences that I have heard
and she is also Treasurer of WOA
will vouch for Wendy’s good memory and
about are not necessarily for the worse just
(Welsh Orienteering Association).
she has no recollection of this!)
I used very strong words !”#￡$%^&*. Later in different, to match the present times. Health
Wendy Dodds was speaking to Jean
and safety must be more of a problem for
life I was to climb Monte Rosa with this same
organisers but technology will help with risk Lochead for The Fellrunner Magazine.
guy.
assessment.

“I get younger every year”
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Lockdown
Orienteering
James Williams floats an idea. Graham
Lloyd tries it out...here he runs us
through the first event.
“It was back in May at the peak of
Lockdown that James floated the idea
of using MapRun F to create something a bit more meaningful than yet
another household walk or socially
distanced run.

Richard Payne was the first person to
plan and organise a full VOC. on behalf
of EPOC. After the first club event at
Elland Richard explained “It felt like the
dawn of a new era for EPOC . This system, once mastered, should mean
training and introductory events can be
held as many times as we have people
willing to take on much simpler
organising and planning duties.”

James did all the donkey work of planning the course and overlaying it on
Google maps and the Midgley Moor
orienteering Map.
All the controls were on, or close to
paths, just to make sure the run was
safer than pure cross country. We also
did this to ensure the minimum disruption to ground nesting birds.
So armed with a map I set off. As soon
as I got to the start my phone beeped
and I was off up one of the many steep
hills in the area!
I made it all the way to control 5, my
phone beeping as I went. At 5 nothing. The first MapRun
I got my phone out of my pocket, and I pilot course on
had a message asking me if I wanted to Midgley Moor.
continue my run?
Richard added, “Registering at a control
is a bit more difficult without a kite and
SI unit, with the phone beeping
(bleeping?) sometimes before you get
to a control and other times after a lap
of the feature. Aligning the map to
Google Earth and the placement of
pins is not an exact science. The tolerance allowance (beep diameter) can be
altered by the administrator for each
event and we may do this dependent
I pressed yes, and it bleeped again. The on how accurate we feel the map is.
We could leave courses up for longer
same thing happened at 6! Turns out
my phone’s optimiser was closing the but felt one day to be enough for the
first series as we had another event
app as it used too much battery!
coming up soon. There are also varying
I jogged along to the finish, and for the
issues that can happen from day to day
first time in lockdown I felt good about
and risk assessment considerations.”
being in the outdoors.

Graham Lloyd
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“It is fair to say the EPOC lockdown
events have been a success and
these two pieces of software have
been just what the club needed at
this time.
Let’s be honest the club has not been
as good as a lot of clubs at putting on
informal and training events. We
have tried but have had little success
in using them to bring new people in
our area into the sport. With the
lockdown affecting fell racing, road
racing and park runs quite a few runners have seen our events as a way
to get their competitive running fix.
Hopefully they will join and stay with
the club.

As I live on the edge of Midgley Moor it
seemed an ideal place to pilot how the
software worked.

I sent my feedback to James, and the
rest they say is History!”

Since the first event at Elland the software of MapRun and OOMap, have
helped lead to what appears to be an
increase in the uptake of orienteering.
Richard Payne explains how the Software can help EPOC move forward
with orienteering in this so-called
“New Era.”

See Richard’s Other articles on using
OOmap and editing Open Street Map.
As well as his article on MapRun issues

In the initial series we used areas
where we had existing maps. The
maps were geo referenced meaning
that they were adjusted where necessary to fit as closely as possible to
Google Earth which is satellite based.
We did have problems when using
one or two non-urban maps but at
least we got some variety in terrain.
In the second series we found we
were running out of our mapped
areas so kept these for Sundays and
started using the Open Orienteer
Map software.

This software is ideal for informal
and training events. It is relatively
simple to use and in tandem with
MapRunF means a minimum of effort
is required to put an event on.
A score event like Horbury can be
prepared without the need for
course planning software, but learning Purple Pen is not that difficult and
enables a variety of courses. Using
this software is an ideal way for
those interested in planning for the
first time.
We will continue to have ongoing
events during the Autumn and Winter and Jonathan Emberton is looking to start a series for coaching and
teaching orienteering skills. He will
need areas and planners to help
him with this project.
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MapRunF Phone Issues
Looking at the results and competitors
tracks it is clear that there are still issues
with phone settings.
This article won’t solve all the problems
but hopefully may solve some.

Everyone by now should know the basic
set up. Make sure your phone is fully
charged and set not to go into battery
saving mode by saying Never in Display
and Brightness/Autolock. Put the sound
to maximum so that you have every
chance of hearing the beep at control
sites. GPS /Location Services need to be
enabled for the MapRunF App and these
can be checked in Privacy settings.
Finding the event on the phone should
be straight forward. You need to select
the event via UK/West Yorkshire/
Calderdale or Kirklees or Wakefield depending where it is being held.

Once selected you will have to key
in the pin code which is usually on
the control description or map. Your
current position will be shown on
the map in red and as you move the
track moves with you. You are now
ready to start.
Some people have complained that they have
done a course and didn’t
have one beep at all. You
should check at the start
that the triangle turns from red to
green before tucking your phone in
your pocket etc. If you haven’t actually started on the app then no control will register.
After your run you may be shown as
mis-punched and you know or
thought you went to every location
ok. This is not unusual and there is
the opportunity to check. There are
several reasons why things have
gone awry other than your mistake.
The map may not be 100% accurate
and you were in the right place on
the map but the map is not exact in
relation to the satellites. The signal
may be too slow or affected by vegetation or buildings. To check a mispunch click the three bar menu at
the top right of the app.

MapRunF
Course Planning

Take the review results option.
This will display the controls on the
right of the screen and a box will
show against the relevant problem
control or controls. Click the boxes
and change the tolerance on the left
to 10 20 or 30 and then click the Submit a Revised Result button at the
bottom of the screen. Hopefully
your result will be updated correctly.
With regard to the tolerance settings
I like to start at a low level as the
numbers relate to how far you were
away from the GPS location of the
control. It is better to know you were
only 10 metres off than 30. In most
cases of Rev40 and above we now
disqualify people because it is unlikely they actually were in the right
place. Rev100 is desperation! If in the
past you have mispunched and didn’t know about the above I think you
can still go back to the event and
update your result.
If your track looks like a seismic
earthquake chart you should make
every effort to make sure you
achieve a good ‘gps lock.’ Go to
Troubleshooting GPS issues in Strava Support where it has more specifics in relation to different phone
models. For more info on phones
got to the MapRun website.
http://maprunners.weebly.com/
phone-settings.html

Ogden

The MapRun website has a plethora of information. From a quick
guide to using the app to much
more complicated details about
how to set up a course and check
it for accuracy.
To the right is an example control
which is located on both the orienteering map as well as on
Google Earth. The key is locating
the control accurately on Google
Earth.
This is when some planners realise
their orienteering map is not as
accurate as they thought. Which is
why the circle can be set to as
much as a 100m tolerance.
All this ‘new’ software is leading to
many exciting new orienteering
developments.
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Graham Lloyd spies a deer in the
semi open at the Ogden
Lockdown event.
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Open Orienteering Map
Richard Payne guides us through.
To start your planning with Open
Orienteering Map go to
https://oomap.co.uk.

At the top left you have various
options and I suggest you go for a
scale of 1:7500. Look at the options
for StreetO and PseudoO and
choose the best for you. Decide on
landscape or Portrait and click on
the map at where you want the
centre of the map to be. A blue dot
will appear.

Take the UK option in Red on the bottom left hand side. (The above screen
shot is the page shrunk, you may need
to scroll down on your machine. Ed)
The next screen view will include a
dialogue box like this.

Click OK and zoom in and work the
map until you find an area you want to
use for planning. Or you can type in a
postcode in the top right hand side of
the screen, after which: Click Jump.
You should now
be focused on
the area you
want to work on.
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The white border is the outline of
your 1:7500 map. If you zoom out
you will see the whole area of your
map.
On the right-hand side where it
says OpenOrienteeringMap click
the edit link and give your map a
name.

Then save a pdf of the map and
save it to a folder in your computer.

Note the weird reference
details which is your map ID.

You should never need to
start the whole process again
as all you need to do is key
that map code into the ID box
at the top right of
OpenOrienteeringMap.
(Green Circle on page screenshot)
Assuming you want to use
Purple Pen you use the saved
PDF as the event map file and
plan the courses in Purple
Pen. Here is a link for using
Purple Pen.
You can plan using the
OpenOrienteeringMap software, without purple pen.
Choose a Start and Finish
point by clicking on the map
exactly where you want the
Start and Finish to be.

Do the same for each control
and then save the file as before. You now have a score
event. Complete !
However, when you go out
into the area, you may find
the need for a map correction
(s). To make this happen you
will need to read the article
about Open Street Map.
Which is on he next page.
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Open Street Map

A lot of people rate open street map
as an alternative to Ordnance Survey
as it is free. It is of course Open
Source Software, which means it is
only as good as the contributors. In
the North of England there seems to
be less folk contributing than those
down South. In this article Richard
Payne briefly guides you through
Open Street Map editing.

You must remember when making
corrections you are making them
for everyone’s use and not specifically for an orienteering event.

To see if the corrections are ok you
will need to go to Open Orienteering Map and load your map ID. If
satisfactory then you can reload
Any corrections will need to be saved the updated pdf into your Purple
and updated within Open Street Map. Pen file and continue with your
It may take a day before they are up- planning.
dated.

The Open Orienteering Map software uses the Open Street Map
data. Ordnance Survey information
can only be used under license
whereas this data is created by the
general public which is why the
mapping is free.
Go to https://
www.openstreetmap.org/

Open Street data is still in its infancy and therefore you may find there
are a lot of corrections needed to
get your Open Orienteering Map
sufficiently accurate. You will need
to register in order to make alterations to the data. (see screenshot
above) Click on the signup button
and follow the instructions.
To make the corrections you’ll need
to be logged in. Once into edit
mode you can add point, line or
area features to make the map
more accurate.

(In this example above, a small
piece of woodland next to Tesco’s
in Sowerby Bridge is being edited
using the area tool. It can be quite
fiddly. As you can see once the save
button is clicked a pink dialogue
box appears to the left. You then
follow the instructions on there. Ed)

If you google Open Street Map editing tutorials there is a plethora of
tutorials. There is a quick start guide
on the OSM website itself, but the
wiki website is very comprensive.
Here are some links to some other
tutorials.

There are some good tutorials availa- Another beginner’s guide:
ble to learn about editing including in
https://learnosm.org/en/beginner/
Wikipedia.
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/
Beginners%27_guide
You can do some corrections to maps
within Purple Pen but these will not
appear on the MapRunF app. If you
want to make corrections but would
prefer them to be done for you then I
can do them for you.
rpayne7000@aol.com
Richard Payne

01422 379060

For when you get a bit advanced:
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/
wiki/JOSM/Guide
When you have learnt the basics and
want to learn how to use Potlatch 2:
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/
wiki/Potlatch_2/Primer
As we are an organisation then this
is worth looking at:
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/
wiki/Potlatch_2/Primer
And you can join the community as
well:
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/
wiki/Join_the_community
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We learned to hold the pole and walk
pushing off on our toes (squeezing
lemons!) to increase the speed and to
engage our core. When we had the
idea of how to walk with the poles, we

Nordic Walking –
A beginner’s
perspective.

Rebecca Lloyd gives the low down.
To begin with Nordic walking is not
just walking with 2 poles. When you
do it properly Nordic walking
engages the whole body, improves
posture, increases speed and so energy used.
It was started as a way for Nordic
skiers to train in the summer. It is also
very good for improving stability and
core strength. At least that is ‘what it
says on the tin’.
I had my interest piqued when on a
Monday walk. I was asked to hold
Paulette Noot’s poles and was impressed by how light and comfortable they were. Paulette said that to
get the best out of them it was a good
idea to have a lesson on how to use
them properly.
The thought sat there for a while until
I decided that I was going to retire
earlier than planned and what to do
with my new free time. I looked up
Nordic walking and the advice was to
get poles etc AFTER a lesson to ensure you got what was right for you.
I signed up for Power of Poles 1 For
me the nearest option was Ilkley,
there is no one in the Calder Valley or
nearer than Manchester.
I turned up to the socially distanced
session with another newbie and another lady who was refreshing her
memory. Jane Thomas, the instructor
was really good, very clear and supportive. First we had poles with ledges and no straps, you don’t grab the
handles, but push down to move forwards. We had to adjust them to the
correct height and then were shown
how to place the poles so opposites
were working together, right pole
and left foot forward at the same
time.

We learnt to go up hill (don’t lean forwards!) and downhill (unless it is really
steep, heel strike and keep the poles
in the same positions as flat walking, if
it’s really steep then yes you can use
them for balance), as you use your
arms and whole upper body too.

At the end of the session we were given a ‘passport’ which gave membership to Nordic walking UK along with
10% discount on their shop. I could
easily feel it was more than just my
legs which had been walking, it is like
having four legs
Now I had the skills I just needed the
poles. These were duly ordered and
arrived very quickly. Now to put it into
practice. We have done a lot of local
walks and Graham has said the poles
are the equivalent of the electric moRebecca powering with her poles
tor on my bike, I am walking a lot faster and so a lot further in the time. Unprogressed to poles with straps, which dergrowth can be a bit of an issue and
were actually a bit like cycle gloves for maybe doing Power of Poles 2 will
the heel of the hand.
explain how to deal with narrow
paths! The biggest change I have
noticed was a walk I did in the Lake
District. Without even really noticing
I walked to the bottom of the waterfalls on the path from Grasmere to
Borrowdale. It was only on descending I realised how much I had
climbed, it really didn’t feel like it
and it was an incredibly hot day. As
long as I can walk, hills are definitely
being ironed out, so it is a bit like
having an electric motor!
The unusual grip of Nordic poles © wiki

We did occasionally end up looking
like spotty dog when we got muddled
up!

My next thought is, will I take them
orienteering? Maybe not on a woodAgain, this is because you push down
land event, but I almost definitely
into the strap, not directly onto the
would on those open Lakeland fells.
pole. Off we went again, up and down They have really made me a lot more
stable and they are definitely improvRiverside Gardens, perfecting the
ing core engagement and so strength.
method which initially is a bit alien.

https://nordicwalking.co.uk
https://
daleswaynordicwalking.co.uk/
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EPOC Other Officials

EPOC Committee

What have your committee been up to?
Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Fixtures Secretary
Membership Secretary
Committee Members

Jean Lochhead
Vacant
David Morgan
Jean Lochhead
David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Jackie Page

jmloch1621@gmail.com

Neil Croasdell
Viv Barraclough
Emma Harrison

croasded@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
eah1607@aol.com

Website & Club Emails

David Harrison

eastpennineorienteeringclub@gmail.com

Epistle Editor

Graham Lloyd

egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk

Map Librarian
Compass Sport Trophy
Club Coach
Welfare Officer
Club Championship
Club Kit Officer
Permanent Courses
Relay Organiser
Stores and Equipment
E-Punching Equipment

David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Viv Barraclough
Viv Barraclough
Vacant
Daniel Sutcliffe
Jean Lochhead
Vacant
Scarf Family
Ian & Julie Couch

EPOC
Committee
Meeting minutes.
Due to the Covid 19 lockdown,
the committee has been unable
to meet. This was exacerbated by
the
local
lockdowns
in
Calderdale and Kirklees.
Members of the committee have
not been idle however. They
have been very busy especially
regarding how the club moves
forwards in the Covid era.
There will be a committee meeting on the 9th September, in
some form or other.
At the committee meeting a decision will be made regarding how
EPOC go forward with an AGM.
Members will be notified via Club
e-mail circulation with the
AGENDA and afterwards the
Minutes of the meeting will go
out the same way.
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davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
jackie.page127@ntlworld.com

davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com
jmloch1621@gmail.com
thescarfs@hotmail.com
iancouch@btinternet.com

Welcome to our newest members.
Laura Donald from Bradford.
Darren and Julie Graham from Midgley, Halifax.
Jane and Andrew Slater from Halifax.
Emily Thompson from Marsden, Huddersfield.
Mel and Guy Whitmore from Peckett Well, Hebden Bridge.
Looking forward to seeing you out at orienteering events. Please
don’t hesitate to ask long standing members about any aspect of
the sport. The Epistle has plenty of information for you, including
fixtures, but for up to date info check the club and British
Orienteering websites, Facebook, & Instagram. Also your email
for the circulars and other important info. Oh and write articles
for the Epistle, wait, what? One of you already did? Thank You!

Left: Holden Beck
Waterfall.
from Arabella
Woodrow.
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Ivor’s Knoll 180 degrees Ogden

EPOC Results
May to August

Guy has taken a well
earned break from filtering all the results. So if
you want to know the
lockdown series’ results in
detail go to the club website.
Here is a round up of those
events.

Richard was a little disappointed with
turnout as it “was not as good as I had
hoped, but the weather was unkind and
interest will probably grow as the series
progresses. We had only one taker for
the short course. Do we think Long
(Quickies) Medium (Less Quicks and
more Elderly) and Short is the right
combination for courses?”
As the series progressed, take up did
improve.
Ivor’s Knoll

Elland 7th June 2020
“There were some teething problems but
on the whole people seemed to enjoy
their run and bike ride!” said planner/
organiser Richard Payne. Competitors
have commented what a great experience
it was in light of the lack of competitive
events. Richard planned 3 courses, a
short, medium and long, and this would
set the template for all the Lockdown
events. Although the event was open for
a week, only the Sunday event would
count for results. .
Richard was apologetic about control 103,
the building site in the car park.
He went on to say, “I did check most sites
before the event but not that one. I put it
down to rushing to get the series going.“
He went to clarify the results position.
“The results will be put on the (EPOC)
website (they are on the MapRun website) when the missed punches are sorted
out and we learn how to upload the information. Hopefully plus routegadget.”
Richard went on to thank James Wiliams
“...who was involved jointly with myself in
making the event happen,” and thanks
also went to David Harrison for his
“endeavours with the website.”
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Ogden 10th June 2020

It was a very wet and humid Wednesday for the Ogden Event. Car parking
proved difficult for some, as there
were many members of the public
(MOPS) visiting also. Once in the
woods though encounters with
MOPS were few and far between.
Planner Jonathon Emberton said “I
have had some really positive feedback about the Ogden event and was
pleased to see the diversity of running
backgrounds represented.” Many
competitors were very slow, this was
possibly down to the physicality of
the area, and /or participants waiting
for their phones to ping,

Jonathon continued, “Frankly,
it’s become a beast of an area,
everything seems slower, heavier, deeper. Or, I’m just getting
older? If you thought, 5.6km is
just over a Park Run, you might
have had a surprise! “ Your editor can confirm that it was seriously tough going, still ,there
was time to take some photos,.
The only place my phone
pinged without any waiting was
‘Ivor’s Knoll!’
Things might have been different at a regular event, Jonathon
continued, “The whole
mapRunF approach is a learning
curve for us as a club as well as
everyone taking part. In retrospect, testing out this tech at
the second event in the series,
in a forested environment with
a map that has ‘evolved’ over
about 20 years may not have
been the best idea.” Jonathon
went on, “The stretching and
tweaking of the map to better fit
the strict geography of GPS was
achieved by the combined tech
task force of Richard Payne and
James Williams. Thanks and well
done.” Jonathon also thanked
Dave Harrison for keeping the
information and availability of
resources through the website
efficient.
He concluded, “What has been
forced on us through necessity
may well be the future of locally
based training and low key
competition. These are so much
easier to stage than traditional
events and the flexibility suits
people. We have many good
maps and really diverse terrain
we use too infrequently. Hopefully there'll be much more orienteering in EPOC’s area as we
go forward. I’m really looking
forward to the rest of the series.”
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Thornes Park
June 14th 2020
The next event saw the Lockdown series
move to Wakefield, with about 40 taking
part. Connor Smith added some interesting route choice screenshots in the results.
Screenshot from Connor’s
planner’s comments!

Arabella at Funchal

Greenhead Park
& streets, Hudds.
June 14th 2020
So for the next event, competition
moved on to Greenhead Park. Being a
veteran of the Parkrun here,
Dick Spendlove took on the
helm for this one. An unexpected hospital appointment
meant that he had to isolate for
seven days before the event, so
couldn’t check the control sites.
Richard Payne once again
stepped into the breach, and
helped out.
Once again there was a lot of positive
feedback and numbers of entrants
swelled again. Perhaps people were
hearing about what good value for
money these events are?

One of the benefits of using the
MapRunF app is the ease of planning an
event. This was Connor’s first event as
planner.
“ I have really enjoyed my first planning
experience for EPOC and look forward to
meeting more of you when real orienteering returns. “

Those runners that have caught
on to the tolerance level of the
app ended up with a slight advantage as Dick explains, “Control
12 (long) or 16 (medium) {number
67} on the path bend below the
churchyard was interesting.

At a normal event you would have
had to physically visit the control,
which probably most people on
the long course did as they were
approaching from the south-east.
However, approaching from the
other way it was possible to
bleep the app from the path
above in the churchyard, saving
you 40m of running. Good
judgement if anyone on the
long course was brave enough
to miss out the detour to the
control !”

War Memorial © Michael Westley geograph

The hill, © Christine Jonson geograph

Dick tried to get a longer Long course,
but wanted to avoid repetition. Perhaps those that want a longer run
should do the Medium course
and the Long course? Nevertheless the actual distance seemed
about 6km and one leg on the
long course proved interesting.
“The two fastest, Joey and Simon,
took the slightly longer street
route between 9 and 10, whereas
He went on to add, “The route analysis
Connor in third place took the
should make for some interesting viewpath through the wood and over
ing and the King and Queen of the hill
the railway. This may have been
have been crowned. “ On paper Thornes potentially faster, apart from one
Park looks fast and runnable however as section in the wood where it was
Connor pointed out, “The vegetation had not obvious where the path conspurted up in the past week with the re- tinued, “ said Dick.
cent rainfall, but I hope that didn’t cause
too many problems or too many nettle
cuts and strings. The ground was very
wet and the pavements slippy but as I’m
aware nobody took too bad a fall (apart
from me). I’m really pleased to see such
a large turn out at the event today and
I’m sure this will continue for the rest of
the series.”

June
August–October
–July 2020 issue
2020
260issue 261

Greenhead Park© Tim Hoggarth wiki
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Newmillerdam 24 June 2020

Brighouse 21 June
2020

The next event in the series was in
Brighouse, a warm day but not
scorching like some of the others.
Again 3 courses, with the courses all
visiting Wellhome park, with 66 entrants, though some folk did more
that one course. Certainly getting
value for money! The Long Course
was listed as 5.2km, just a little longer
than a park run, so it’s very impressive to see that Simon Martland won
in just over 30 minutes. Charlotte
Ward was just behind at 32 minutes
At one event in Ripon,
competitors were seen
One of the issues with MapRun has
going through the Morribeen the ‘interesting’ tracking and
how some phones seem to work bet- son’s supermarket. Looks
ter than others. If you look at some of like Simon was picking up
Simon’s route trace, he took some
some shopping on the
‘interesting’ routes.
way?

EPOC Lockdown Round
Up cont...

Simon either took one giant leap, or
swam across the river. It is suspected
he went across the bridge!

More swimming, which
side of the canal did
Simon actually go?

Connor Smith at Newmillerdam Sporting the New EPOC strip
photo L aura Harrison
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The events seemed to coming so fast there was
hardly time to draw breath. Thanks to the experience and dedication of EPOC members, there
has been no shortage of planners for these
events. So it was over to veteran planners David
& Juliet Morgan. “Planning 3 fairly easy courses
in Newmillerdam for a lock down event. What
could be easier? 45 mins on Purple Pen followed
by a two hour walk to check the control sites
and update the map and away you go” Or so
they both thought.
However First problem arose with reports of
relatively large number attending. David wondered, “Where to park? Realistically there are
two options, the main car park (which we always
use) or roadside parking opposite Seckar
Woods. This would have the advantage of a
brand new start and finish.” To add to the problems the weather was getting quite a bit sunnier.
David again, “Hot weather was bringing out the
dog walkers and families plus the mountain bikers in droves and the roadside parking was getting worse and worse. In addition, the Council
were actively using the log pile area so I reluctantly decided to use the main car park and
hope that everyone would get a space eventually “ Having done the planning and got the
checkpoints set up for MapRun Dave and Juliet
went out to check the control sites. They reported back, and then had to go out and check that
the sites beeped a phone!
“Juliet and I set off with mobile phones to check
that they beeped in the right place. Initially all
went well and we both recognised the control
sites though sometimes we were 20m apart
when the phones beeped. However mine steadfastly refused to do anything by a knoll in the
south of the area nor would it register at the reentrant in the North East. I reported the problems to James who I think added a couple of
dummy controls and on Tuesday we went back
again to No. 43. My phone had a flat battery and
I took my iPad, Juliet had her Samsung. No joy.
Eventually Juliet climbed well out of the reentrant and got a beep. My iPad kept showing
that there was no GPS signal. I joined her above
the re-entrant and after two or three minutes
got a beep. “
On Wednesday morning David drove to the
small car park at 8AM and got the last spot and
walked to place a warning sign about the poor
signal. The main car park was half full. 10Am he
cycled back down. The car park was full with
cars queueing but one by one they all got parked
as people left. “In the end we had 43 people
who ran, shuffled or walked round. The winning
times were much as expected though I do wonder just where one of EPOC’s elder statesmen
actually went.” Dave concluded, and he hoped
everyone enjoyed their run, it was very hot.
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EPOC Lockdown
Round up cont...
Oakwell Hall 28th June
2020

Things were really hotting up. The
weather, as well as the attendance at
these lockdown events. To be counted
in the results you had to do the event
on the day specified, though in fact
the courses stayed open for a week.
Non orienteers were also appearing in
the results. Although after how many
events are you classed as an orienteer?
Neil Croasdal thanked all who attended and hoped everyone who came enjoyed themselves. “ It was quite a challenge to plan a long course in this area
which unfortunately meant quite a bit of
criss-crossing. I hope this wasn't too
much of a pain.”
Once again the sterling efforts of to
Richard and James were thanked for
their, “magnificent effort in setting the
locations which seem to have been
pretty much spot on. They are improving
with each event and I know that they
are putting a lot of time and effort into
getting it right.”

Scammonden 1st July
2020
It’s July and EPOC is on to its eighth
event in four weeks! Scouting stalwart Keith Sykes took charge. With
a forecast that is less benign than
previous weeks, waterproofs were
recommended.
Scammonden has got rougher over
the years, and it’s the first time that
significant climb appears since the
second event at Ogden.

Finishing times varied on the long
from a little over 30 minutes to 1
hr 28 on the long course to 9.41 to
48 minutes on the short. The middle distancers clocked up 28
minutes to 1 hr 43. It was good to
see some old familiar names in
the results, as well as those new
names who just can’t see to get
enough of MapRun events.

Scammonden

Family trio of Fiona, Jane and
Martyn Hodgson pretty much followed each other .

Three routes
Mytholmroyd
round Oakwell
Hall. The map is 5th July 2020
oriented East at A beautiful sunny day
the top.
saw 56 entrants, though
less people as some ran
In dark blue is
more than one course.
Andy Thorpe
who went north EUOC elite star Alasdair
around the hall, Pedley planned some
Gilly Markham in tricky courses, which
light blue, who even proved a challenge
went south, and for the local residents
who took part. Alasdair
Phil Scarf in
put up some really intergreen, who
esting route choice tracstarted going
es on the results page. This leg
south and apanalysis shows how far each perpears to have
son took between controls. The
changed his
example above right shows even
mind?
the shortest leg can make a difference.
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The great thing about these
events is that they take place
across the whole day, so 54 entrants makes social distancing so
much easier!

Until this leg when Martyn took a
line 1 minute longer than wife and
daughter.

From 103m to 140m, that amount
of difference over a set of 20 controls could add about three quarters of a km. It shows how Important route choice can be in
street races.
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Lockdown Round up
cont...
Holmfirth 8th July 2020

More street racing, but this time with
climb. You can’t really avoid it in
Holmfirth. Looking at the results, those
new or returning to orienteering seem to
be getting better. Jason Battye of Acre
Street Runners placed 6th on the Long
course. Jason was a founder of Huddersfield Aussie Rule Football club I believe.
Also fell runners Darren and Julie
Graham were also improving.
Questions have been asked as to who
this J Locknut is, she came first on the
medium course. Simon Martland again
dominating the long course.

Above Simon’s route into and out of a control at Holmfirth. Presumably Simon took
the path, and the open area was not so
good to run on.

Above Sid’s
Café Holmfirth
©David Ward
geograph

Left: Scarford ,
Holmfirth
© Colin Park
geogaph
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Lockdown Series 2

EPOC was running out of areas to use
so a new format was introduced for
the second lockdown series. Sunday
events would take place on “proper”
maps, and weekday events would
take place on the new OOMAP format. Richard Payne has written about
these maps elsewhere in the Epistle.
The Sunday events were just that,
raced on Sundays to be counted for
results and weekday events to run
from Tuesday to Friday. This would
give runners more time to complete
the weekday event.

Dewsbury 2nd August
2020

Featuring Crow Nest park and the
streets of Dewsbury. This was Emma Harrison’s first go at planning an
Urban Event. This was a new experience for her, not only was it the first
urban event she had ever planned, it
was also the first time she had
planned on an area that she had absolutely no prior knowledge of!
As Emma said, “Urban events are never technically difficult so I felt the trick
was to throw in route choices wherever I could with changes of direction
and a mix of longer and shorter legs
to keep the brain in gear. I also threw
in a ‘turning’ control (no 21) on the
long which can be useful to give a
route choice on a subsequent leg.”
She hoped that there were sufficient
route choice options on both the medium and long courses , and she was
interested to look at how things
panned out on Routegadget.
One of the unusual things about the
MapRun courses, is that planners can
run their own courses! Emma ran the
long course herself.
“I found that sometimes the route
choice I took was influenced by the
direction of travel as I approached the
control. In the same way as using
SIAC, MapRun enables smoother
‘control flow’ and without the need to
stop and ‘punch’ a control, sometimes
it seems easier to keep running in the
same direction than to abruptly turn
180 degrees.” (I wonder if the type of
phone makes a difference. My phone
seems take an age to register, slowing my flow. Ed)

“It’s a good feeling to have
planned my first urban event because now I can enjoy discovering
what the other planners have prepared for us during this series.”
Emma apologised for the last leg
that finished uphill across the
field.

...the last leg finished uphill...
“I agreed with Richard to put the
start and finish at the north end of
the park due to the safest parking
option being on Boothroyd Lane,

Above: Crow nest park
© Betty Longbottom Wiki

but that meant an uphill finish no
matter what I did. Also as we were
using MapRun I had to be absolutely sure that no-one would pick
a route choice at any point, how-

ever random (orienteers can make
some odd route choices at times!),
that went within about 30m of the
finish so there was no risk of any
runs stopping too soon. This limited my options of where to place
the finish. I did consider for the
long and medium to have the
same last control as the short on
the path end coming into the field
to the SE of the finish!”
One thing MapRun seems to do
with the GPS track is to track folk
through buildings and across water. Yet in real life the map fits the
land! Here is Jean Locknut’s trace
through Crow Nest park.
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Lockdown Series 2
Cont…
Meltham Hall Park
Tuesday to Friday Aug 7th.

EPOC were running out of areas, but as
you can read elsewhere in the Epistle
OOMap came to the rescue. Along with
purple pen Gilly Markham came up with
some tricky courses. With the exception
of the locals, few folk had any
knowledge of the area. That’s the joy of
OOMap, you can plan an event pretty
much anywhere, so long as competitors
don’t break any laws whilst taking part!
With 35 entrants, as opposed to actual
people, participation was a bit down for
this event. The weather was not conducive to orienteering, though because
the event stretched out over a few days
one could pick and choose when to go,
to get the best of the weather.

Hebden Bridge Sun 9th
Aug. 2020
The next Sunday saw a welcome return to Hebden Bridge. It was clear
that many orienteers had decided to
get there early it was surprising to see
so many out at 09:30. Another advantage of MapRun events, you can
get to places early to avoid the
crowds.

Jonathon certainly took people away
from the centre of Hebden Bridge,
taking the Long Course up to Birchcliffe, and then up to Heptonstall.
Looking at leg times on Routegadget
you can certainly see who is fit uphill
and who is not!

Sandal Magana
Tues-Fri 24th Aug

Back to Wakefield and Dave and
Juliet Morgan, who said it was,
“Good to see so many doing the
courses – Some folk were surprised
to find Wakefield is not flat! With a
spectator control outside their
house, Dave and Juliet didn’t see
many of you.
Planning on the doorstep was easy
but Dave & Juliet didn’t want the
short course to cross the A61 main
road, but did want all courses to
visit Sandal Castle, so the quiet
road next to the open parkland was
the obvious place.
Dave said, “I did not want either
long or medium to be purely runners’ courses so did my best to give
you something to think about with
route choices. There are a lot of culde-sacs which I wanted to avoid”
He saw little point in runners going
in to one only to come back out
again.
© Sandal Castle Steve Partridge wiki

“You can see who is fit
uphill and who is not..”
Above is Luke Barraclough's run plotted
on route gadget. As you can see the
GPS trace matches the OOMap much
more closely than other maps EPOC
have used. Still there are some places
where the trace doesn’t quite match the
paths and streets that Luke clearly went
down.
Below the streets of Meltham. (unknown)
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On the long course Jonathon put in a
leg up to Heptonstall which certainly
saw differing route choices. As you
can see from the extract above, Phil
Scarf kept height and went quite a
long way round, but this looks a fast
leg. Graham Lloyd took the middle
route which looks to be the straightest, whereas Joey Scarf went round to
the left/south west, and up the buttress.
It took Phil exactly 13 minutes, Graham 13:38 (though he claims an injured Achilles tendon slowed him
down). Joey took 12.11. Not conclusive
in itself, but nevertheless shows how
route choice can make a difference.
42 entrants might be seen as disappointing, but it was in the Summer
holiday period, and despite the virus
people will be away from home taking a well earned break.

Long and medium courses crossed
the A61 and legs/control locations
were planned so this could be done
as easily as possible. Knowing an
area well means armchair planning
can be done but it should never be
relied on – Dave continued, “We
had to change some legs when we
discovered part of the map was not
accurate. However there was one
map error which we failed to pick
up and some of you on the medium
course benefitted. You crossed an
area of olive green (should be out
of bounds) where there was an unmapped path. The question is – was
this an error of navigation and you
simply struck lucky; did you decide
to take that route anyway hoping
for the best; did a previous runner
warn you or did you see the path
on an advance visit to Google
Earth? “

Page
Page
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Judy Woods aka Royds Hall
Wood Sun Aug 19th

It wasn’t that long ago that EPOC
had a full colour coded event at
Judy Woods. It’s a long thin wood
with some very interesting contour
details. It would be amazing to have
it mapped at a really high scale with
2.5m contours, a bit like the old
map of Hugset that SYO use just
near Barnsley.
Planner this time was Roy Lindsell,
who certainly gave the 51 entrants a
work out. It was good to see Darren
Graham collect a second place on
the long. Darren a fell runner and
part of the organisation team behind CraggRunner, certainly has the
fitness, but at this race also the navigational skills to bag himself a second place behind Joey Scarf.
Considering the long course was
just a little longer than a park run,
it’s good to see that the navigation
element of orienteering has been a
challenge for some.

Horbury
Tues 18 - Fri 21 August 2020
From the edge of Bradford to the
edge of Wakefield. Guy Goodair veteran of many a street race in far off
places such as Venice and Portugal,
took the helm for the next OOMap
race.
For the first time in the series the
event was to be a score competition.
Guy decided on 31 controls, no need
for a bigger dibber, the phone would
take care of that!
I asked Guy the reasoning behind 31
controls, “I tried to plan it so that one
or two runners would manage to get
all 31 controls, in fact 4 runners managed it - congratulations.”
I then asked him why he chose the
score format? “I think score events on
MapRunF are easier than the normal
score events in that you have sight of
the map before the event. I also think
that on OpenOrienteering Maps the
contours are not as noticeable and if
you don’t know the area going down
{the hill} for 3 & 4 meant a pull back
into town.”
A couple of brave souls went from
27 to 28 via Quarry Hill which again
entailed another climb. I asked
about checking controls, Guy replied, “When we checked the controls they all worked well with the
exception of 9 and 11 both of which
were beeping about 5- 10 metres
east of the hydrant sign. No one
seemed to have trouble with 9 (in
fact someone reported they didn’t
even have to cross the road to get
it).” Guy went on to apologise to
anyone who crossed Carr Lodge Park
and were a little baffled– “the paths
aren’t correct – the council are in the
process of adding new ones so
wheelchairs can do a circular tour of
the park.”

Above shows how the wall handrail
on the west helped Laura, yet Helen
and Alison took paths to do this leg,
it’s from north to south, would the
routes would have been different
going south to north?
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Huddersfield
23 Aug 2020
Considering the weather forecast, to
get over 40 entrants on windswept
rainy day was a success. One clear
advantage of MapRun events, is that
as they take place all day runners can
take part at a time to suit themselves. This could be as early as
06:00! Especially handy if crowds are
to be avoided.
For once Simon Martland didn’t win
the long course. He didn’t enter the
race. That gave the opportunity to
Liam Corner to get round first in a
little over 30 minutes. Out of towner Brian Ward came second in
about 38 minutes. Emma Harrison
was first lady in 44.48.
On the Medium course Bryan Parkinson sped home in just over 29
minutes. Sibling rivalry in the Harrison household saw Laura Harrison
just pipping her sister Megan by 59
seconds, to take second and third
respectively.

Above are Laura (Red) and Megan’s
route traces. Watch the animation
in RouteGadget to see how close
they were.
Not content with running the medium course Arabella Woodrow took
top spot on the short course in 26
minutes.

Guy hoped that competitors found it
as entertaining as he (and some others) did looking at the routes – “some
people took routes I’d never dreamed Due to a problem early on of a
locked gate preventing access to
of!” concluded Guy.
control 35, everyone affected has
been reinstated as there was no
Sadly there is no routgadget for the
alternative way to access this conresults to look at the routes that were
trol
taken, perhaps this can be rectified
for the next Epistle?
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These are results, once again
sifted through by Guy
Goodair.
Not many this edition, but
still some results nevertheless!

Neindorfer Gorge, Hamburg
Sommerserie 2020 #2, Resultate
8/8/20
Bahn 1
5 David Averill

37:03

Bahn 2
4 David Averill

18:32

AIRE Roundhay Park 19 Aug
Green 4.2km

SYO Evening Urban Event The
Edge Campus 5 Aug
Long
(length 4.2km, 21 controls)
28 Laura Harrison 40:04
31 Emma Harrison 41:17
51 Megan Harrison 52:13
Medium
(length 2.7km, 17 controls)
47 Guy Goodair
45:53
50 Judith Goodair 46:44
HALO Lincoln Urban League
Brigg 6 Aug
Medium Course 3.7km 16 controls
10 Guy Goodair
12 Judith Goodair

43.15
46.43

CLOK Middle Dist Regional Event
Standing Stone Rigg 8 Aug
Blue Course
31 Emma Harrison 58.57
40 Megan Harrison 68.07
46 David Harrison 79.10
51 Linda Hayles
116.17
Green Course
10 Sarah Pedley
21 Paul Jackson
29 Helen Pedley
32 Neil Croasdell
36 James Wetherill

46.25
57.45
64.28
69.03
70.55

CLOK Regional Event
Graystone Moor 9 Aug
Blue Course
51 Linda Hayles

131.22

Green Course
2 Sarah Pedley
25 Paul Jackson
26 Neil Croasdell
30 Helen Pedley
36 James Wetherill

40.17
60.33
61.22
67.42
80.02
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11 Daniel Sutcliffe 32.30
23 Megan Harrison 39.34
39 James Wetherill 63.25
HALO Lincoln Urban League Kingsway & Lodge Moor 19 Aug
Medium (Length 3.40Km, Climb
25m)
8 Judith Goodair

Ski Equipment.

Inspired by the ski O in the last
issue? Rod Shaw has some old
ski stuff he’s giving away.
2 pairs Trak cross country skis with
poles and boots size 8 and 5, Suitable
for low level not mountain use (tracks
or golf courses)
4 pairs of well used downhill skis (no
boots or poles) length 180, 160, 140.
They're quite old but are carvers. ( I've
got some parallel ones too but they
might belong in a museum)
Contact Rod directly if interested.
Rod Shaw 01484 650088
margrod123@gmail.com

44.17

Unsung Heroes
For many members of EPOC and
the wider running communities of
Wakefield, Kirklees and Calderdale,
three people have arguably contributed more to people’s positive mental health than many other more
public figures.
So a massive dollop of plaudits is
deserved for James Williams, Richard Payne and David Harrison.
These three EPOC members between them have masterminded all
the behind the scenes procedures to
enable the two Lock Down series to
work. From the first tentative steps
on Midgley Moor through corresponding with the MapRunF gurus
in Australia to geo referencing the
control sites. Tweaking maps,
emailing patiently when one at least
member struggled with OOMap and
editing OpenStreet Map, asking for
and getting planners In place, and
making sure the maps, the control
descriptions, final details and results were all accessible on the website. It must have taken a lot of
manhours. On behalf of EPOC,
A MASSIVE THANK YOU!

James

Pictures by Steve Rusjh

Orienteering Results

Richard

David
All three and their
work ethic
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Orienteering In...
Germany!
The summer edition of the Epistle is
usually filled with reports from far
flung places, with mouth watering areas and splendid photos. To your editor’s surprise I received the following
report from Davey Averill who moved

to Germany for work in October 2019
due to work commitments and
COVID-19 this is the first event he
has taken part in since moving there.

Course (Bahn) 1: I started slow to the
start (we punched in the carpark) and
there after started to speed up. I saw
#1 from a distance so concentrated on
#2. All the controls were hung high so
had no problems spotting them until
#4 where I couldn't make out .
the vegetation change and ended up
too far east, I lost a minute here. The
run to #5 and #6 was lovely open
woods and was a delight to run
through it (even the light green). It was

It was here that I got caught in ferns
and brambles which were in the open
area to the west of #9 (lost over 1 minute here). to #10 and to #11 I didn't
use any tracks, the light green was
runnable and I would have done better if I had of had my compass, as it
was, I missed #10 to the east and lost
another 30seconds here. #11 was
straight forward with lots of features
to go off and then a complicated

Davey’s Germany Excursion training event. Bahn 1

The Event.
Both courses were planned, controlled, and organised by Tim ? It was
a small training event using SI on a
typical German Park/Wooded area
with lots of well used paths and open
woods. The maps were quite accurate but needed updating in some
areas where I was caught out with
brambles and dense fern.

“...I was caught out with
brambles and dense fern…”
Overall, the navigation (even after a
long time not using a map) was very
easy.

here that my heel
started to hurt and
slowed down considerably. #7 was a
track run. I enjoyed
my run to #8 in the
open woods. #9 was
another track run,
although I tried to
stay off them if I
could.
Davey’s Germany excursion . Bahn 2
I made it more difficult by
forgetting my compass and
deciding at the beginning
that I would use the path
networks as little as possible. During the course my
Achilles Heel (Plantar
Fasciitis) kicked in, so it was
more of a hobble than a run.

run (over a major road??) to the finish. I
did this in circa 36 minutes.
I gave myself 10 minutes to catch my
breath.
Course (Bahn) 2: As I had just run in
the area, I decided to see how fast I
could run this course (with my injury).
This time I decided to use tracks too.
As I had just run the area, I only looked
at my map occasionally for the controls that I had not visited prior. My
speed over the ground was quite good
and I encountered no navigation problems until going to #5 where I didn't
see the small track leading to it and
overshot to the white wood to the
north of it. I cut right and found the
control. I completed this course in circa 18 minutes.
I thoroughly enjoyed my run out and
look forward to taking part in a lot
more events here in Germany .
P.S. If you want a holiday you know
where I am.
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The Return of
‘proper’
orienteering.

Covid and what it means for
the future of orienteering?

On the weekend of 8th & 9th of
August a few EPOC members made
the journey to the far reaches of
North East Yorkshire.
CLOK had decided to put on a
weekend near Whitby. I asked the
EPOCsies who went some questions about the event in light of
British Orienteering COVID 19 protocols. Overall the responses were
very positive, with many saying
they felt more Covid safe at the
events than when visiting the supermarket or a restaurant.
Linda Hayles and Neil Croasdal
were quite excited when they got
an email from CLOK advertising the
event. Not only was it a chance for
them to get away for a weekend
but also some ‘proper’ orienteering.
So they booked a couple of nights
in a B & B.

A view from the Graystone's Moor
©CherubinoWiki

In terms of the Covid protocols
they weren't worried, because as
Neil said, “Orienteering in general is
a pretty solitary sport and we were
quite sure that people would stick
to their starting blocks, which
proved to be the case.”
When they arrived it was clear that
everyone was observing the protocols. Linda added, “People were
not gathering in groups and were
keeping to social distancing. It was
only a short walk to the start and
hand sanitiser was provided at all
the key points, including porta-loos,
description pick up and map pickup. At the start there was no queuing as people were obeying the instructions given by the organiser.”
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I asked Neil about the actual orienteering.

Emma added that the event was, “Pre
-entry only, max of 10 starters in 15
minute block and only one starter/
“I set off straight into (wo)man eating
min. Longer start window (3 1/2 hours
heather which was pretty much the
rather than 2 hours). Check box on a
scene for the whole event, but oh
what a relief to find a kite and a dibber stake and not held by official. Controls in contactless mode (not the
box at the control site. No wandering
round trying to find a beep. Day 2 was start and finish). Hand sanitiser after
finishing and before downloading.
pretty much the same, and I was
No splits printout and no results displeased to plough round in just over
play.” Regarding what she did perthe hour.”
sonally Emma told me that she sanitised her hands regularly and kept a
“(wo)man eating
distance from other orienteers, as
heather...the scene of the
well as being more aware of other
whole event…”
people getting in and out of their
cars. Helen concurred, adding she
I questioned how they felt the weektook some personal hand sanitiser
end went? “This was an excellent and
and her own loo roll just in case.
well planned weekend, although it
possibly relied heavily on the proximity of the start and finish to the parking
area in order to keep the numbers
down in the car park, the instruction
being to arrive no more than 10mins
before your start block. Now we're
actually looking forward to Skipwith.
(Wo) Man eating heather, Whitby.
We may live to regret it!”
I then asked Emma Harrison, Paul Jackson, Helen, Sarah and Alasdair Pedley,
and returnee James Wetherell how they
found getting back to orienteering.?
“ I have missed real orienteering and it
was close enough to go for the day.
We only ran on Saturday as Megan
now works Sundays” replied Emma .
Helen agreed, “Alasdair was keen to
get back racing, Sarah and I wanted
some practice. We went en-route to
our main holiday.”
James happened to be staying nearby
anyway so, “...was keen to get back to
orienteering again, and this event was
convenient for me, so it was easy to
get to .”
Paul added, “I was very pleased to be
back orienteering even though the
long lay off had not exactly helped my
limited orienteering skills”
What about the Covid protocols I
asked? In addition to those mentioned
by Neil and Linda , the replies were
similar “Individual stakes to stand by
at the start, , we were told to dib the
box without touching it.” Paul added,
“The events were well organised with
the emphasis on distancing and sanitisation. The pre entry system incorporated 15 minute starting blocks with
only 10 people in each which made the
start more serene than normal.”

James affirmed, “Everything was well
spread out. Paths from car park to
start and finish to carpark were designed so that people weren’t walking the same paths in opposite directions. Download was on the outside
of a car with the computer kit etc.
inside, the operator was distanced
from the downloader. There were
plenty of friendly people about to
inform and advise at a distance.“
James was also encouraged, “It was
made very easy to comply with distancing .”
I wondered if it was a case of timing
your arrival, running and going?
James: “Pretty much, yes!”
Emma: “We arrived with less prestart time than we usual, but there
was still a loo (thank goodness!). After finishing we got changed and ate
our lunch in the car. We left slightly
quicker than normally , but we did
not feel pressured to rush”
She went on to tell me that she felt
orienteering , “poses very low risk of
Covid spread and I’ll be looking for
events like this to go to in future.”
Helen: “Yes -very simple at both days.
A few short & socially distanced conversations was the limit of
“socializing” both at the events and
on the campsite we stayed.”
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The Return of ‘proper’
orienteering. Continued...

I was curious to know if they
thought Covid would make events
more or less expensive., especially
with so many free MapRun events.
Helen found the MapRun app unreliable, and wondered if it was due
to her old phone, Alasdair and Sarah had issues at Scammonden and
Ogden but Mytholmroyd was fine.
They all preferred the “real” orienteering, but MapRun was a fine substitute. Emma agreed, but was unsure of the cost, as much of
MapRun is intangible, volunteer
manhours, that sort of thing. Emma
went on to say that Covid will add
to the cost of real events, with the
provision of extra PPE and hand
sanitiser, but regardless of the type
of event,, “It’s been great to see
people enjoying the opportunity to
orienteer at some level.”
Environmental sustainability has
always been an issue, particularly
travel. I enquired about this and
orienteering. Helen said , “ We carshare as a household and if travelling a long distance make the journey multi purpose. We think orienteering has minimal impact on
the terrain it uses.” Emma was in
accord, “There have been more
local MapRun events closer to
home which = less driving. However having to print off more maps
etc is paper and ink. Orienteering is
not an environmental disaster, but
the biggest issue is driving to get to
events due at remote locations.”
Part of future event infrastructure?

James was apologetic, “ I haven’t.
Any ideas would be welcomed I
think. I suspect most people are like
me and like the idea of reducing
environmental impact, but perhaps
don’t know enough about how. In
the current climate the obvious one
(car sharing) would seem to be inappropriate .” Perhaps this is an
aspect of orienteering that needs
looking at in the future?
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I asked them how it felt to be back
orienteering ‘properly’ after so long?
The responses were enthusiastic!
“It was great, my legs did not know
what had hit them running through
heather but I really enjoyed it and
can't wait for more!” replied Emma.
“Oh I was rusty but it was really enjoyable!” added Helen.
“Sarah and Alasdair were both in
agreement and really enjoyed the
competition. James, however, was
concerned about his lack of fitness.
“ (I felt) Mostly really good -apart from
the fact I’m overweight and unfit
which makes moorland the most unpleasant thing to ‘run’ on (OK, mostly
walk): looking forward to some woodland!”
I thought it important to ask for
reassurance on behalf those wary of
going to events. All agreed...
The shape of things to come?

James was unequivocal, “It really is
possible to compete in a socially distanced way. I have felt less safe just
going to a restaurant (under lockdown
rules) or supermarket shopping .”
Helen was also positive, “We all think
that of all the potential activities you
could choose as an event, orienteering
must be one of the least risky. People
come in family groups. Open air, staggered starts and its designed that you
don’t go around in a group but are
spread out over the courses. Much
safer than a pub, a supermarket or
even going for a pack run with other
runners.”
Emma understood the difficulties
some folk had, but was supportive,
“ Everyone is different and some people have health issues that I do not
need to consider. However I would
say that orienteering is a very low risk
activity, even without the added precautions that are now being taken. I
would say there is greater risk every
time you go to a supermarket than at
any orienteering event. “

Paul was heartening, “Some people
seem to be rather anxious about the
virus risks. You are probably in more
danger travelling in your car than
from any covid risk encountered at
an orienteering event like these.”
Finally I invited the group to add anything else to the discussion about
orienteering in the Covid era.
Emma: “It was so good that some
members explored and initiated the
MapRun series as that broke the
monotony of trying to find a decent
run every Sunday. It felt so good to
just be doing some orienteering
again. It is also great that proper orienteering is being reintroduced and it
feels like the return of something a
bit more normal. We just have to be a
bit more organised with entries to
make sure we can start near each
other due to start block restrictions
but that is not a massive issue.”
James: “A few simple steps can make
it very safe. It can still be sociable for
those that wish to meet friends just
staying a sensible distance apart and
talking when outside is perfectly possible. Those who are more cautious
can manage without any close interaction. The major downside is that
pre-entry seems to be a requirement,
which does prevent people from
congregating at registration but will
deter both newcomers and those
who may only make up their mind to
go on the day of an event.”

“...a few simple steps can
make it very safe…”
Pedleys: “Might encourage more
smaller events either real or MapRun
with less travel. At Mytholmroyd
some Tod & Calder Valley fell runners tried it out and enjoyed it. Might
be an opportunity for more cross
over if mass start races are prevented
from starting.”
Paul: "Personally I hope that the fixture list will soon be back to normal
and look forward to participating.”
What conclusions can be drawn from
this first weekend event? It seems
orienteering is more ‘covid safe’ than
visiting the supermarket or restaurant. Pre entry will be the norm, and
events will fill up quickly. There’s
another level of risk to consider.
Most importantly people can exercise, in a ‘covid safe’ manner.
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Adventures of a
locked down
wannabe orienteer!
A new member’s take.

Lockdown orienteering has sparked
interest in the fell, road and other running communities. Several new names
kept cropping up in the results. One
Todmorden Harrier who took up the
challenge was Julie Graham. An experienced fell runner, ultra runner and
marathon runner, here ‘new member’
Julie tells us about her experiences orienteering!
“I just want to see what it is and how it
works”, I said to Darren my husband.
It was early June and the UK had been in
lockdown for over two months. The
weather had been good and I’d been
keeping myself occupied with discovering
many new paths and places in my local
area, either meandering on my own or
with Darren. Social media had been a
blessing and through it I’d also discovered ‘beerienteering’, whereby someone
would hide a beer out in the wilds, then
write a poem or verse with clues as to its
whereabouts and post it on Facebook. I’d
loved this, discovered lots of local history
and more new places, though ironically I
didn’t like beer so that wasn’t what motivated me! I would spend hours out in all
weathers roving the moors and local ruins only to arrive home with my prize and
promptly give it to Darren.

Newmillerdam
Then a small group of us started to devise
our own ‘selfie score’ events. We took it
in turns to create a 90 minute score
event with a map and photographs of the
‘control’ you were looking for (e.g. a
cairn, trig point, gate, etc). Then we’d
each run it at some time over the weekend and take photos of ourselves at each
control as evidence we’d been there.
Throughout all of this, my navigational
skills were getting plenty of practice.
Over previous years, I’d been a regular at
navigational events, but never great at it.
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I’d taken part in mountain marathons and
fell running score events for many years
and always enjoyed the puzzle solving
aspect of it. I’d rarely get lost, but my
weaknesses were always taking the best
line, thinking fast and being adaptable.

It was a lovely sunny day and they all
promptly became addicted too. We’d
made a tin of flapjacks and brought the
camping stove. It was lovely to sit around
in the sunshine (socially distanced of
course) and enjoy a brew while discussing
the trials and tribulations of the course.
It’s June 2020 and Darren and I are off to
This was a lovely way to enjoy a bit of
Elland to try out this wondrous new techcompetition and camaraderie without
nology MapRunF. We’d seen a post about
actually getting too near to anyone or
it on Facebook by a friend and fellow
touching anything. It soon became our
EPOC member. Might as well give it a go.
routine, our small group would go ‘beep
We’d got the maps in our hot little hands
beeping’ on Sunday with a brew after, and
and were astounded as our phones
‘beep beeping’ on a Wednesday evening
beeped just as we got to the junction of
with a small beer after. I think it kept us all
paths in the little park.
sane.

Elland

After that, I completed every event in the
June Lockdown series. After the first 2, I
ran them all on my own. My concentration
improved and I could mostly get through
them without any major booboos. Twice I
somehow forget to go to the last control, I
must have had Finish Fever. That was my
first lesson, to try to make sure I noticed
ALL the controls. At each event I would try
to work on an aspect that I wanted to
improve, mainly keeping moving, reading
the map on the go, having some idea
where I would head after each control and
trying to visualise what I was looking for.
I’m really pleased with the improvement
in my skills, and have really noticed that
my fine navigation ability out in the hills
has really improved too.

We were off! Despite the great differences
in our speed we were running together as
we weren’t familiar with the map or the
app. We’d decided to take it in turns deciding the best route between controls so
we both got to have a go. I led us through
snickets and pathways to my first control
and practically whooped with joy as my
phone beeped and confirmed I’d done it
right. That was it, I was addicted! That first
Ogden
event was over 10km long and took well
over an hour, and it was noticeable that
by about half way through I’d got brain
fatigue. I couldn’t concentrate on it anymore and was leaving most of the work to
Darren and just traipsing round after him.
It was so fast and furious. I was used to it
being many, many minutes between controls, sometimes hours (in a mountain
marathon), and this urban orienteering
malarkey was something else entirely. I
Our group have now become fully paid up
loved it.
members of EPOC and we’re all looking
A few days later Ogden went live. I was
forward to having a go at some real
warned. Another friend, a very accomorienteering, though oddly also quite
plished orienteer, suggested I shouldn’t do nervous about it. We’ve also met some
the Long after she’d had to DNF. I was
great people through it and can see that
having none of it, for goodness sake I was it’s a friendly and welcoming sport and
a marathon runner, an ultrarunner. I could accepts people of all ages and abilities.
cope with 5k at a local beauty spot even if We’re really looking forward to meeting
there was a bit of bracken. A couple of
more of you and continuing to take part.
hours later I was begging Darren to ‘bin it’. I’d like to say a HUGE thank you to all the
I was beginning to think that my bleeding members who have given up their time to
and broken body would never be found
create and administer the Lockdown
amongst the bracken and brambles. He
series. It has genuinely given us something
forced me to finish.
fun and worthwhile to do during these
strange times and I know that its legacy
We told a few other friends about it and
will always be with me going forward into
they had a go at the next event, Thornes
the future. Thank you.
Park in Wakefield.
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Lockdown
Orienteering:
some observations.

A not so new member’s
take.
Lockdown orienteering also provided a
much needed “fix” for longer standing
members. Arabella Woodrow, returning from injury saw the series’ as being
the perfect opportunity to get back
some of the lost fitness.

At Thornes Park in the evening, one or
two of the controls were located in
secluded parts of the wooded areas.
Visiting them I encountered groups of
young people gathered secretly for
drinking, or various other private activities. They were rather surprised to
see a scantily clad OAP bearing down
on their secret hideout, especially as I
then had to wait for some minutes
circling round them before the GPS
caught up and my phone beeped.

At Oakwell Hall one control did seem
to be in a fast-moving stream but luckily beeped before anyone had to get
their feet wet.
Although I used my printed maps (now
in full colour!) for navigation, sometimes I found a beep before I expected
it. In this case it was useful to check
the map on the phone to be sure I’d
got the right control in case there was
another, on another course, close by.

Like many in our club, I welcomed the
chance to do some competitive orienteering this summer, having early
on exhausted the possibilities offered
by permanent courses (once you’ve
done them once or twice you know
where all the controls are, or rather
aren’t as in many of those in Bradford).

“...horrified at how rusty my
orienteering brain was…”
So it was with great joy in early June
that this coincided with my return
from12 weeks not running because of
injury. I dug out my kit, and rushed to
do the lockdown events using the
MapRunF app. Being somewhat of a
Luddite, I was amazed that I got the
technology to work the first time I
tried it. A bigger problem for the first
event was that my printer was low on
ink which made reading the maps
more of a challenge than usual
(everything was a rather dull grey)!

Honley– Graham Booth
I was also horrified at how rusty my
orienteering brain had become after
over 3 months since my last event.
To start with I went as late as possible
in the day to reduce the chances of
finding the venues crowded by other
orienteers or dogwalkers etc., with
sometimes unexpected results.
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Bluebells Elland Park Woods– Dick Spendlove
Naturally they then wanted to know
all about what I was doing, but as soon
as the beep went I was off (telling
them I was a drone on remote control). Cue much shaking of heads.
Some phones seemed to react faster
than others with their beeps, and
there were a few anomalies. At Ilkley
(one of Aire’s events), the start and
finish were in the same place. My
phone beeped promptly at the start,
but on return to the finish it took a
good 3 minutes to do so. Similarly at
Meltham I wasn’t sure where the start
was but Gill Ross who had just finished told me, whereupon I, Keith
Sykes, and Fred Ross (who was finishing) then couldn’t get it to beep at all. I
found it about 10 yards away, which
then worked for the finish and also for
the subsequent course I did, but when
Keith returned he reckoned it had
‘moved’ again and was now safely out
of reach in the middle of the pond! (He
recorded his time manually.) I am
aware that GPS is less effective in bad
or windy weather. Maybe this had an
effect as it was rather breezy that day.

It was also useful when I couldn’t find
a control as the red dot showed how
far away it was. It also beeped faster
when it was in my hand rather than in
my pocket.
I have thoroughly enjoyed doing these
events, and am very grateful to Richard Payne and James Williams who
organised both series and all those
who planned courses.
I particularly enjoyed having the freedom to choose what time, or for midweek events, which day to go, eg to
avoid the worst of the weather

Newmillerdam– Juliet Morgan
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Yorkshire Superleague
23rd Feb 20

AIRE – Harden Moor (Regional) Event Points

1 Mar 20

SYO – Burbage (National) Event Points

8 Mar 20

EBOR YHOA MD Champs – Heator Rigg Event Points

29 Mar 20

CLARO – Guisecliff (Regional) - Cancelled

26 Apr 20

HALO – Houghton Moor (Regional)- Cancelled

31 May 20

EPOC -YHOA Champs Elland (Regional) Cancelled

30 Aug 20

EBOR White Rose Day 2 –Gilling (National)- Cancelled

13 Sep 20

AIRE Dales Weekend – Consitone South –Cancelled

20 Sep 20

SYO – Sandall Beat

The Supeleague did have three
events until lockdown.
http://www.yhoa.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2020/03/E3-League.pdf
EPOC have done quite well so far. Dan
Sutcliffe 2nd in M21, David Harrison
2nd in M45, returnee James Wetherill
4th on M 50 with Andy Thorpe in 2nd.
Richard and Payne 1st and 2nd respectively on M70. With Paul Jackson and
Roy Lindsell in the top spots in M75. In
M80 Rod Shaw is in 3rd. In the women
Laura Harrison is 1st in W20, Julie
Couch in 1st in W65 and pretty much
all of all of W 70 is EPOC, with Jean
Lochead, Gill Ross & Jackie Page at 1st,
2nd and 4th respectively

Yorkshire Urban league
This is
one competition
that
looks
pretty much scuppered
by the Covid pandemic.
Hopefully next year?

CLARO Jennyfields, Harrogate

24-May

EBOR-York

25-May

HALO -Thirsk

14-June

EBOR—Burnholme & Heworth, York

28-June

AIRE-Haworth & Penistone Hill Sprint

04-July

AIRE-Guiseley

05-July

SYO-Sheffield Sprint

11-July

SYO-Sheffield
EPOC—Golcar & Leymoor
EPOC-Pontefract

12-July
18-July
19-July

HALO-Immingham To Be Confirmed

25-Oct

AIRE Morley– To be confirmed

15-Nov

UKUL 13

UKUL 20

Yorkshire Night league 2020-2021

Watch this space

http://www.yhoa.org.uk/yhoa-night-league/
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British
Position
1 (115 0)
2 (156 0)
3 (234 0)
4 (301 0)
5 (320 0)
6 (392 0)
7 (422 0)
8 (636 0)
9 (667 0)
10 (677 0)
11 (769 0)
12 (877 0)
13 (878 0)
14 (944 0)
15 (983 0)
16 (997 0)
17 (1110 0)
18 (1212 0)
19 (1289 0)
20 (1343 0)
21 (1507)
22 (1540)
23 (1555)
24 (1624)
25 (1986)
26 (2021)
27 (2195)
28 (2240)
29 (2318)
30 (2330)
31 (2438)
32 (2556)
33 (2587)
34 (2680)
35 (2682)
36 (2689)
37 (2739)
38 (2772)
39 (2799)
40 (2821)
41 (2840)
42 (2891)
43 (2930)
44 (3083)
45 (3099)
46 (3103)
47 (3149)
48 (3166)
49 (3168)
50 (3177)
51 (3298)
52 (3305)

Name
James Logue
Simon Martland
Andy Thorpe
Jonathan Emberton
Simon Bourne
Phil Scarf
Mike Pedley
Daniel Sutcliffe
Emma Harrison
Matthew Tinker
Lindsay McMillan
Graham Lloyd
Laura Harrison
Adam Thorpe
David Averill
Richard Payne
Sarah Pedley
Jackie Scarf
Megan Harrison
Richard Spendlove
Ian Couch
David Harrison
Julie Couch
Julian Green
Helen Pedley
Paul Jackson
Keith Sykes
Helen Martland
Roy Lindsell
Stephen Warner
Brian Mellor
Arabella Woodrow
Neil Croasdell
Linda Hayles
Rod Shaw
Viv Barraclough
Jean Lochhead
Gill Ross
James Wetherill
Mathew Averill
Judith Goodair
Guy Goodair
Jackie Page
Sue Levinson
William Barraclough
Rebecca Lloyd
Joanna Emberton
Jane Payne
Michael Wood
Mike Thorpe
Philip Thompson
Fred Ross
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Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

Total
7911
7813
7680
7579
7556
7478
7445
7233
7202
7195
7107
7033
7032
6982
6954
6943
6854
6775
6711
6671
6555
6531
6519
6470
6205
6177
6035
5995
5909
5894
5801
5676
5641
5536
5535
5528
5460
5409
5367
5337
5309
5243
5175
4928
4918
4912
4834
4794
4791
4771
4416
4394

Event scores to count
1326, 1328, 1308, 1305, 1336
1312, 1315, 1299, 1294, 1295, 1298
1312, 1315, 1299, 1294, 1295, 1298
1262, 1280, 1256, 1265, 1258, 1258
1230, 1254, 1273, 1265, 1247, 1287
1244, 1247, 1254, 1236, 1253, 1244
1235, 1249, 1237, 1243, 1236, 1245
1186, 1189, 1233, 1202, 1209, 1214
1185, 1183, 1211, 1193, 1189, 1241
1190, 1217, 1199, 1202, 1191, 1196
1153, 1235, 1172, 1208, 1158, 1181
1204, 1147, 1163, 1155, 1167, 1197
1157, 1166, 1170, 1181, 1182, 1176
1207, 1213, 1101, 1127, 1124, 1210
1154, 1154, 1168, 1154, 1170, 1154
1161, 1167, 1163, 1150, 1145, 1157
1141, 1133, 1164, 1138, 1132, 1146
1209, 1119, 1200, 1087, 1077, 1083
1120, 1116, 1112, 1116, 1110, 1137
1105, 1114, 1140, 1104, 1112, 1096
1096, 1100, 1087, 1084, 1096, 1092
1104, 1092, 1100, 1079, 1086, 1070
1090, 1112, 1077, 1077, 1082, 1081
1096, 993, 1113, 1092, 1124, 1052
1023, 1041, 1031, 1029, 1049, 1032
1075, 1022, 1027, 998, 999, 1056
988, 1013, 963, 971, 1041, 1059
983, 999, 994, 1000, 1023, 996
976, 1004, 968, 982, 1000, 979
1012, 942, 996, 983, 1001, 960
952, 935, 969, 951, 1013, 981
932, 972, 935, 959, 944, 934
932, 934, 954, 911, 935, 975
918, 936, 899, 904, 966, 913
918, 919, 937, 902, 936, 923
1034, 1123, 1101, 1078, 1192
922, 898, 919, 923, 903, 895
912, 893, 893, 910, 901, 900
927, 892, 880, 882, 945, 841
996, 1042, 1107, 1072, 1120
855, 906, 904, 861, 915, 868
858, 896, 878, 861, 859, 891
853, 868, 859, 903, 847, 845
811, 805, 837, 775, 837, 863
1202, 1229, 1263, 1224
859, 806, 814, 857, 771, 805
769, 820, 763, 945, 775, 762
824, 784, 826, 803, 772, 785
737, 803, 888, 786, 844, 733
815, 794, 868, 815, 748, 731
743, 789, 740, 676, 765, 703
722, 746, 750, 715, 745, 716
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
53 (3389)
54 (3721)
55 (3851)
56 (3854)
57 (3950)
58 (3989)
59 (4026)
60 (4083)
61 (4215)
62 (4282)
63 (4298)
64 (4378)
65 (4577)
66 (4870)
67 (4927)
68 (5093)
69 (5336)

Name
Margaret Shaw
Robert Page
Leah Stuart
Richard Stuart
John Elliott
Joy Mellor
Bob Steeper
Juliet Morgan
Pat Aspinall
David Morgan
Gillian Markham
Bryan Parkinson
James Williams
Jane Hodgson
Martyn Hodgson
William Martland
Kyne Bordon

Gender
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
F

Total
4218
3292
2997
2987
2706
2578
2488
2375
2147
2025
1999
1868
1298
1044
1005
889
593

Event scores to count
688, 659, 690, 662, 696, 823
456, 766, 672, 695, 703
816, 1073, 1108
813, 1112, 1062
913, 881, 912
502, 556, 445, 564, 511
859, 782, 847
808, 796, 771
537, 590, 534, 486
620, 692, 713
1000, 999
862, 1006
1298
1044
1005
889
593

Here are the British Orienteering rankings for
August With the very few events since February little has changed in term of EPOC.
The numbers in brackets after you club position is where you rank in the whole country.
With the lack of events there has been no
change to these rankings since May.
However with formal orienteering slowly beginning to resume it is expected that rankings
will start changing by the next Epistle.
For some reason the links to the events on
some people have broken.
I seem to have the top 10, but not others. I
tried in vain to get them across.
However if you click on the name that will
take you to the competitor.
Also if you go to this link you can play with
the rankings list. Select EPOC from the drop
down menu and click filter. If you hover over
the event it tells what event that was.

Leys and MerrydaleRod Shaw
The Tree Painter Scammonden– Maggie Shaw

https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
rankings+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!
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Epistle– Fixtures
All fixtures listed below are subject to
Government COVID 19 restrictions and you
must check with the organisng club
regarding safety protocols, pre-entry and if
the event is going ahead.

Events highlighted in Green are Regional events. Those in Yellow are
National events. Those in Blue are EPOC events. Non highlighted events
are local events or activities. Many clubs are just dipping their toes into
putting on events in this Covid era. Almost certainly all events are likely
to be pre entry, with the bigger events filling up fast.

Date

Event Name

Level

Club

Venue

Nearest Town

Grid Ref.

Sun30/08/20

EBOR Regional Event

Regional

EBOR

Skipwith Common

Selby

SE643374

Sun/Mon 30
& 31/08/20

Sowerby Bridge
Lockdown Series

Activity

EPOC

Sowerby Bridge

Sowerby Bridge

Sat 19/09/20

PFO Autumn Series 1 of4

Local

PFO

Whitaker Park

Rossendale

SD804230

Sat 19/09/20

MDOC Sat morning (1)

Local

MDOC

Chorlton Water Park

S.Manchester

SJ823919J

Sun 20/09/20

SYO Regional Event &
YHOA Superleague

National

SYO

Sandall Beat

Doncaster

Sat 26/09/20

PFO Autumn Series 2 of 4

Local

PFO

Spring Wood

Whalley

Sat 26/09/20

Saturday Intro Series

Activity

AIRE

Nunroyd Park

Guiseley

Sun 7/09/20

Regional Event

Regional

CLARO

Hookstone Woods

Harrogate

SE320541

Sat 03/10/20

PFO Autumn Series 3 of 4

Local

PFO

Witton Park

Blackburn

SD662269

Sat 03/10/20

MDOC Sat morning (2)

Local

MDOC

Vernon and Woodbank
parks

Stockport

SJ909909

Sun 11/10/20

SYO Regional Event

Regional

SYO

West Haigh

Barnsley

Sun 11/10/20

Regional event

Regional

CLOK

Hemlington Lake

Middlesbrough

NZ487146

Sun 18/10/20

PFO Autumn Series 4 of4

Local

PFO

Aitken Woods

Nelson

SD832404

Sun 25/10/20

YHOA Urban League Immingham

Regional

HALO

Immingham

Immingham

Sat 31/10/20

Saturday Intro Series

Activity

AIRE

Midleton Woods

Ilkley

Sat 07/11/20

SELOC Night Tandle Hill

Local

SELOC

Tandle Hill Country Park

Oldham

Sun 08/11/20

Regional Event

Regional

EBOR

Stensall Common TBC

York

Sun 15/11/20

East Midlands League ‘20

Regional

DVO

Hardwick Park

Chesterfield

SK463637

Sat 21/11/20

MDOC Sat morning (3)

Local

MDOC

Bramhall Park

Stockport

SJ889862

Sun 22/11/20

EM Championships 2020

National

LEI

Hanging Hill, Boothorpe
and Pick Triangle

Leicester

SK309161

Sun 2/11/20

Regional Event

Regional

SYO

Big Moor

Bamford

SK254754

Sun 22/11/20

West Midlands Champs
venue TBC

Regional

POTOC

bathpool country park
tbc

stoke on trent

SJ838537

Sun 22/11/20

North East Score Champs

Regional

CLOK

Boltby

Northallerton

SE502571
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SD742361

SD906087
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Extreme Ironing and other
ridiculous sports.
Eventually the kids ended up in the darkest
part of the woods, when they suddenly realised they hadn’t a clue where they were.
The ‘poster’ then went on to say that they
realised they had a map. The problem was
the teacher hadn’t taught them any of the
basics.
In unison the kids all went, “One, Two, Three!
HELLLLLLP!!”
This appeared on a Facebook group
that I am a member of . It was accompanied by the question, “What other
forms of extreme sport are there and
what other ridiculous ones can you
think of?”
Some of the responses are not suitable
for such a magazine as this.
One sport that was mentioned was orienteering. The ‘poster’ explained that
when they were at school a teacher
would take a minibus full of kids to
some random woods in the middle of
no where. They paid their 50p entry fee.
Went to the start where they copied
down their course on to a blank map.
They then set off into the wood. The
teacher, by all accounts after registering
all the kids, took them to the start and
then disappeared into the forest, leaving the children at the start to fend for
themselves.
The ‘poster’ went on to report how they
wandered aimlessly through the woods,
following any one wearing a pair of pajamas (I kid you not) , when they saw an
orange and white flag there was a
punch attached. They punched the box.
on the special card. This continued
throughout the morning, with the kids
also being chased by giant dogs, saliva
dripping from their fangs. (not sure if that
was the kids or the dogs)
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Apparently this went on for a short while until
a grumpy pajama clad bloke turned up and
wanted to know what the screaming was all
about.
“We’re lost! “
The grumpy individual then led the children
back to the finish, where they fully expected
to see the teacher. He was no where to be
seen.

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!
In the Lancastrian town of
Ramsbottom, not only do you
find the East Lancashire Steam
Railway, but also the home of
the annual black pudding
throwing contest.

“Hello kids? How was that, what did you
think?” The children were somewhat subdued.

The object of the contest is to
lob a black pudding at a pile of
Yorkshire Puddings, which are
piled up on a 7 metre plinth.
Competitors get 3 attempts to
knock down as many Yorkshire
puds as possible.

On the way home the teacher eventually got
the full story, so he stopped at an ice cream
parlour on the way back to school, and
bought them all the confection of their
choice.

Both Black and Yorkshire puddings are up for sale , and a daft
time is apparently guaranteed
for all.

These went down a treat.

This year the event takes place
on Sunday 13th September,
Covid 19
allowing

Someone kindly walked them back to the car
park, where the teacher was sat across the
front seats of the minibus, reading the Sunday paper and eating flapjack.

When they got back to school, the teacher
passed the children back to their parents.
“Same again next week?” the teacher asked?
“ Oh yes please!” was the reply.
The poster concluded that he wasn’t sure if
this was an extreme sport or ridiculous, but a
weekly free ice cream seemed worth it!
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